
Type/Construcion 1 strip plank in 2 layer construction, approx. 3 mm oak toplayer, based on plywood, WBP glued

Dimensions 14/3 x 190 mm 

Lengths random lengths  600 – 1.900 mm (system-packed to length of 1.900 mm)
7 layers per bundle, incl. 20% broken lengths

Packaging shrinking foil, HKS white carton, maintenance and installing instruction included
1 bundle = 2,527 m², 1 Pal. = 30 bundles = 75,81 m² 

Profile Tongue and Groove all around, 4 sides bevel (GO4)

Finish brushed+natural UV oiled, brushed+white UV oiled,    
brushed+invisible look hardwaxoiled

Production according to EN 13489

Grading Rustic (E)*, according to the describtion of the factory
This grading allows the following characteristics:
- midsized and big knots, filled if needed 
- sapwood, filled cracks, small end cracks    
- vivid wood structure+colour, light/dark discolouration

Installation Glueing down on concrete or floating installation on Elastilon.    
Always according to the instructions of the manufacturer (e.g. adhesive, underlay, glue).

Maintenance depending on use with suitable maintenance products

Underfloor heating only with warm water system, no electric heating systems, surface temperature max. 29° C with 
equal heating, heat conductivity 0,17 W(m k); thermal resistance 0,082 m² K/W

Fire resitence Dfl-s1

Labeling CE

Hints wooden floorings are a natural product, due to climate conditions joints can occur in winter 
and the planks can swell in summer. Therefore, an expansion gap to the walls of min. 15 mm is 
necessary.  According to the behaviour of the planks the customer must be advised.
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*according to the factory standard, 3% clause to EN standard, max. 3% of the complete delivery including the cutting differences can differ from the grading 
description. The material must be checked before installation, claims after the installation are impossible.


